CRYOLIPOLYSIS SLIMMING

FREEZE YOUR FAT AWAY
One session. One hour.
No surgery. No Needles No downtime.

Treatment principle
The Cryolipolysis procedure safely delivers precisely controlled cooling
to gently and effectively target the fat cells underneath the skin. Treated fat cells are crystalized (frozen), then die. Over time, your body naturally processes the fat and eliminates these dead cells, leaving a more
sculpted you.
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FAT REDUCTION
VS WEIGHT LOSS
It may be confusing to hear
that reducing fat is not the
same as losing weight. It’s all
about what happens to fat
CELLS.Losing weight makes fat
cells smaller,losing weight
does not make fat cells go
away
The number of fat cells in our
bodies typically becomes a
fixed number sometime in our
teenage years. Losing or gaining weight generally does not
increase or decrease the
number of fat cells. Instead, it
changes the size of fat cells.

Fat Cells After Typical Weight Loss

After dieting and weight
loss, fat cells get smaller but
the number of fat cells stays
the same. When weight is
gained, fat cells get bigger.

Fat Cells After The Cryolipolysis Procedure
The Cryolipolysis fat-freezing
procedure actually reduces
the number of fat cells in
treated areas by about 20%
to 25%.These fat cells are
naturally processed and eliminated, so they won’t migrate
to another area of your
body.

Advantages

• Four different sizes
handpieces optional,easily
treatment for whole body.

• Super strong cooling
system ensure the minimun
treatment temperature
reduce to -15 ℃

• Four handpieces working simultaneous,save staff
cost, save treatment time.

• Non-surgery, no risk,
easily intelligentize and humanization operation

• Unique double chin treatment handpiece, lead the
latest technology in the
world.

• No need recovery, no
downtime, come back to
work immediate.

The IEC SHAPING IV PRO has 4 different sizes handpieces optional, with these 4 handpieces, you can do nearly whole body fat freezing.

CryoMax

CryoMid

CryoFlat

CryoMini

The CryoMini can not only do double
chin treatment, but also do all the
samll areas fat freezing.

SAY GOODBYE TO YOUR
DOUBLE CHIN

Specification
Handle number
Handle screen
Vacuum
Handle size

Screen
Cooling temperature
Cooling system
input power
Output power
Dimension
Net weight
Fuse specification
Voltage

4 handles available
5 inch touch screen
0kpa-100kpa
Big handle A: 220 * 76*125mm
Middle handle B1: 160 * 56*65mm
Middle handle B2: 160 * 56*65mm
Small handle C: 125 * 45*70mm
10.4 inch touch screen
5 - -15℃
Wind cooling + water cooling+ semiconductor cooling
2500W
1600W
1160*508*620mm
45kg
Ø5×25 15A
AC220V±10%,10A;50HZ/ AC110V±10%10A,60HZ

Handle Advantages
• Suction cup is made of soft medical
use silica gel; the whole treatment
process is comfortable

• 5.0 inch touch screen, clearly displaying
the treatment parameters.
• Three minutes heating first makes a
better blood circulation of the treated area
to achieve the best treatment results.
• Two temperature sensor in each side,
ensure the safety of temperature control.

• Eight Peltier cooling plates are used
inside the handle; the lowest treatment temperature can reach -15℃

COSTOMER FEEDBACKS

Before & After

Different Angles

Why ICE SHAPING IV PRO
INCREASE DEMAND

INCREASE PROFIT

Increased demand for non-invasive treatments

Increase your salons profit by
$1,000 to $5,000 per week

STAY AHEAD OF THE MARKET

WARRANTY

Keeping ahead of the market with
latest Fat Reduction Treatments for
Men and Women

3 years warranty (except consumables), with whole life
free service

TRAINING

TRAIN CERTIFICATION

User manual, operation video
and online training through
webcam for free

Full Training and Certification
for 4 people valued at $1500

SUPPORT

YOUR OWN BRANDING

Professional service team
with 24hours online service
(Phone support)

Put your logo on the machine and screen if needed.

HOW LONG IS EACH TREATMENT? HOW MANY TREATMENTS WILL I NEED ?
Your Cryolipolysis physician will help you create an individualized treatment plan tailored to your specific goals. The
latest technology of Cryolipolysis can treat a patient in 35-60 minutes, some patients have more than one treatment
during the same office visit. Some practices even have multiple Cryolipolysis systems and applicators, so it’s possible
for a patient to have multiple areas treated at once. Normally 1-3 treatments will be needed for 1 treatment area.

I DON’T LIKE MY DOUBLE CHIN. CAN THE CRYOLIPOLYSIS PROCEDURE HELP ME LOSE IT ?
Yes! We have special handle for double chin treatment , patients see results after just 1 to 2 visits.

CAN THE CRYOLIPOLYSIS PROCEDURE REDUCE FAT ANYWHERE ON MY BODY ?
Yes. Our machine can do nearly all visible fat bulges in the submental area, thigh, abdomen and flank, along with
bra fat, back fat, and underneath the buttocks (also known as banana roll).

WHAT DOES IT FEEL LIKE ?
As the cooling begins during the first few minutes, you typically feel intense cold. This soon dissipates. With some applicators, you’ll feel some pulling as suction is applied. The area generally goes numb within 5 to 10 minutes during treatment. Many people read, watch videos, work on their laptop, or even take a nap during their Cryolipolysis treatment.
After the treatment, you may feel some tingling as the area is massaged for 2 or 3 minutes. Patients are usually able to
return to normal activities following their appointment.

WHERE DOES THE FAT GO? ARE THE RESULTS PERMANENT ?
Once the treated fat cells are crystallized (frozen), they die and are naturally processed and eliminated from the
body. Once the treated fat cells are gone, they’re gone for good.

IS THE CRYOLIPOLYSIS PROCEDURE SAFE ?
Yes, The Cryolipolysis procedure is FDA-cleared for the treatment of visible fat bulges in the submental area, thigh,
abdomen, and flank.

WHO SHOULD NOT HAVE THE CRYOLIPOLYSIS PROCEDURE ?
The Cryolipolysis procedure is not for everyone. You should not have the Cryolipolysis procedure if you suffer from cryoglobulinemia, cold agglutinin disease, or paroxysmal cold hemoglobinuria.

ARE THERE ANY SIDE EFFECTS ?
During the procedure you may experience sensations of pulling, tugging, mild pinching, cold, tingling, at the treatment site. These sensations subside as the area becomes numb. Following the procedure, typical side effects include
temporary redness, swelling, blanching, firmness, t skin sensitivity. These effects are temporary and generally resolve
within days or weeks.

CAN I RETURN TO NORMAL ACTIVITIES AFTER MY TREATMENT ?
Yes, you can. The Cryolipolysis procedure is completely non-surgical, so typically you can return to normal activities immediately. Patients often return to work on the same day after a Cryolipolysis treatment is completed.

I’VE HAD MY CRYOLIPOLYSIS PROCEDURE. NOW WHAT ?
Always be sure to schedule a follow-up assessment with your Cryolipolysis provider to review your results and
discuss the option of additional treatments. Try to maintain a healthy lifestyle. A healthy body is a happy one. And
we want you to be happy with your results!

WHEN WILL I SEE RESULTS ?
You may start to see changes as quickly as 2-3 weeks after your treatment, and will experience the most dramatic
results after 40-60days. Your body will still continue to flush out fat cells for up to 4 to 6 months after treatment

DO I NEED TO TAKE SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS OR FOLLOW A STRICT DIET AND
EXERCISE PROGRAM?
No supplements are required after your Cryolipolysis treatment. It’s not a diet and exercise program, so you won’t
need to change any of your lifestyle habits.

